Abstract-This article presents a new proposal design of GUI and new technology in programming Namely 'Super Technology" which can be applied for supporting the proposal design of GUI
The user of this design will need little effort and time without: involve of either the system's Operating System (OS) event driven system or the interface classes from the programming language because here in our proposal, we are building the GUI environment from the bottom to the top (or from A to Z ). Our proposal gives three advantages; the first one is to develop of the earlier OS's applications like DOS applications, in which we can appearance (view ) of the Window Screen Application (event driven system with GUI) with the same features but more stable and more easy to use.
The second advantage is the ability to the users to have several new general features and multi purpose technologies in programming in different systems (not necessary GUI) that's to improve its work (Stability, Fast and Quality), those technologies provide us with the opportunity to treat a very difficult system in short time with high stability level and clear code easy to learn and modify.
The third advantage is that when the user prepares something with his hand (using easy way) guaranteed to get the best performance which he wants and there is no need to wait for fixing the bugs from other programmers or waiting for adding new features to the product while the user can add it in very short time with little effort.
It's a fact that for having complete GUI environment the system must have embedded event driven system which makes simulation for multi tasking where the system can be able to receive events while it looks after other jobs in the background.
A certain amount of insight into GUIs can be obtained by comparing noun-verb to verb-noun metaphors. Noun-verb interaction begins by picking an object then telling the system what to do to it. Verb-noun systems tell the system what to do, then pick the object to do it to. Most GUIs are implemented in terms of an event model, although other models exist. These alternative models for creating GUIs are generally classed as User Interface Management Systems or UIMS.
II. DEFFINITION OF SUPPER TERM
It's well known that the current system in programming supports three techniques:
• new event driven system (Events current circuit) o It's new OOP event driven system which use electrical circuits theory for controlling the order of calling events and gives a lot of other features which make multi tasking programming more easy and powerful so it can be used in developing the most complex applications in the world today.
• new client-server system (veto system) o This system let user application works as server for other applications where it can receive instructions from other applications and this veto system comes with very powerful rules for controlling this job.
III. SUPER GUI TOOLS
Any user looking for building his own GUI system, he will require some tools for doing that. So, it is necessary to him to know what are the requirements needed before starting building his own GUI system. The requirements are high level programming language which included: • new multi usage data structure (chemical system)Blinker 7: it's shareware linker which can produce DOS exe o The chemical system is the best data structure for developing the most complex applications and it's come with a lot of features which let it work more than data structure, for example user can use it as (messages management system with OOP, Event driven system, arguments management system & virtual DBMS).
1) Note:
It's necessary to mention here that the term (visual) is given to systems that contain: GUI system. Event driven system. OOP style. Similarly in Visual basic, Visual FoxPro, Delphi, .…etc.
In the proposal design the term (Super) to systems that contain :
Events current circuit system.
Veto system. Chemical system. files (real-dual and extended mode) and can also produce windows exe files, and this linker support static and dynamic DLL (Dynamic Link Library) files , and this linker can be used with more than one programming language like clipper, c++, force ,….etc. Microsoft Xmate 1.9z6: it's freeware project manager which support more than one programming language like CAClipper, C++, Etc. (2003) (2004) (2005) by Andrew Wos. .
IV. GUI APPLICATIONS
1 -We can use GUI system for developing normal applications (DOS mode).
environment away from shareware OS like Windows using this research.
A-GUI design features:
For having great GUI management system design it should included the following:
• Contains simple interface tools, 
B-Other user programmer:
The windows programmer may ask "What are the helps of the new proposal ?" The following points are answering that question :
• This design for making the user own event driven system (easy, stable & powerful) using Super technology (ECS,CS,VS), • The games programmers can make the user's special GUI management system using this research plus directX, • The user can build this own GUI using this design so that he can add more classes that present new objects with specific properties that he wants, • The user can create new system which work under windows and has own GUI management system for more control and stability, • The user can create new programming language under windows that contain embedded GUI management system.
C-. Motivation:
It's a fact that the programming world grow very fast and every day we are seeing new technologies some of these may be utilities programs, classes, libraries or new programming languages, so, obviously it's very dynamic world and it's coming with very strange features where some times through the application you can't determine if the programmer is professional or not.
For example you may see very nice application with powerful GUI and if you ask the programmer to change the appearance of the interface may be he can't because, he use static libraries, tools and classes.
It's well known that the tools consume the time but it should also not consume the power, we should be aware of the tools in our world to achieve the most progress in little time but in specific domains we should also know the theories and the algorithms of the material to have the ability to build, improve and develop any required result.
So the ability to make an urgent GUI with specific features and properties that reserve our system is very necessary for every programmer to be adaptable with market changes for that we start to build the Super GUI research to present the algorithm and design of the GUI for every programmer with simple way and powerful design easy to learn, use and develop.
In this article there is a proposal for new technologies in programming to preserve the time.
A-Related Works:
1-Examples:
• Microsoft windows interface is very powerful and the stability is not bad but every application work under windows use it's event driven system and it's graphical users interface and this gives us some stability problems sometimes and for best performance we should build our own event driven system and graphical user interface classes using this technology and develop it as you can to match your needs.
• Most DOS applications before 1995 don't support movable windows system. • Dual DOS applications that work in text mode and graphic mode gives us bad GUI like CA-CLIPPER 5.3 applications.
• Very strange and common drawback in GUI is giving user object's that work with mouse only (button for example) and there is no support for mouse or giving the user objects that work with keyboard only (textbox for example) where there is no support for mouse.
• Some GUI applications don't support mouse event's very good (mouse move events).
• Some GUI don't have event driven system (very weak environment) or not OOP so it's difficult environment.
• Some GUI don't support VESA driver to access Hicolor modes and it is graphic library problem (you will not face this problem in windows).
• The seal program is nice but it's GUI is not very powerful yet because i. There is no support for keyboard in command buttons and icons ii. The mouse event's is not very good (mouse up and mouse move events) iii. It's not OOP iv. I test it in win98 and it's work good in Hicolor but when I test it in winXP it's not work and it's graphic library problem
• At the end I would like to say that the seal program has very nice movable windows management system and I use it sometimes when I return to the old world of DOS.
3-NeoPaint(R) for DOS -Version 3.2 (C) 1992-97 NeoSoft Corp:
ABOUT NEOPAINT: "Simply one of the best paint programs you'll find. NeoPaint continues to receive rave reviews from numerous publications, and has quickly become one of the most popular DOS paint programs in the world. NeoPaint is extremely easy to use, yet includes features which would cost hundreds of dollars more with other programs. NeoPaint's abundance of drawing tools makes it easy to create illustrations for desktop publishing projects, edit digitized photos or just explore your artistic side. NeoPaint reads and writes 2, 16, 256 and 16 Million color PCX, TIFF, BMP and GIF files, includes dozens of drawing tools, special effects, stamp pad and more." README.TXT file from NeoPaint files • It's very nice GUI application for DOS.
•
We don't have the source code to determine if it's structure programming or OOP.
The movable windows system is good but need some support for moving form window to other during runtime.
• There are standard font used for GUI objects and I really don't know if it's easy to change the font scale & type or this need big effort from the programmer if the classes is designed to work on one scale.
• The application appearance is standard and there is no hicolor skin.
The application is not user friendly very well for example there is no tool tip text for the graphical toolbar.
4-Microsoft Windows XP:
a. It's very powerful operating system b. Comes with great skin. c. It's suffer from some stability problems when you run a lot of big applications in the same time due to time response problem. d. Using the proposal design we can improve the Microsoft windows XP event driven system where we can have more control on the order of events at run time. e. Using this proposal design the we can make Microsoft Windows XP event driven system more easy to learn and use. f. Using this proposal design we can make Microsoft windows XP GUI is great client-server windows management system using veto system.
5-Real design (45 classes):
The proposal GUI design contains (event driven system, windows management system and GUI widgets). And it's designed by using OOP style and the system contains 45 classes, see Fig. 3 for the proposal design block diagram. From Fig.3 we come to know that the GUI system contains two components the first one is graphic library for drawing only (kernel) and the second one for event driven system, windows management system and GUI widgets (surface) and tour proposal design concerned with the second component. The windows management system is responsible for supporting work with multiple windows (movable and sizeable) and also responsible for redrawing screen so the proposal design comes with screen unit with two systems (layers system and redraw system.). The proposal design supports mouse and keyboard simultaneously, so there are mouse unit, keyboard unit and focus system for moving focus automatically between objects using mouse or special keys like arrows, Tap and Shift+Tap. One of the most application of the GUI is the Desktop, so the proposal design presents desktop classes for supporting icons, taskbar and nested level menus. The proposal design presents the main GUI widgets required for any GUI application like (Label, Shape, Image, Button, textbox, editbox, listbox, scrollbar, compobox, frame, checkbox, pages, progress bar, menu bar,….etc). The event driven system design (events current circuit) which used in the GUI management system design in this proposal design is a part of the Super technology. The proposal design contains the veto system which let the GUI system work as server for other applications at run time or for controlling the response level of messages between objects in the same application, see Fig 4 which show the block diagram of the veto system, and see Fig 5 which show the theory of veto system. The proposal design comes with chemical system (one part of Super technology) for adding more features to the design where the chemical system is new data structure but it's more than that because it can be used as event driven system, arguments management system and virtual relational database, see Fig.6 which show the chemical system block diagram and note that the (electron) may be a (variable, array, object or any random data). In the world of OOP the inheritance gives us very nice advantage to preserve us from the repetitions of code so we should use it of course. In the GUI world the application contain more than one object from different classes but these classes have common features. In event driven system we have group of constant mouse and keyboard events which we deal with them. The common class is a class that handles the common events for us that we need In each GUI class. If we want to make GUI class like BUTTON CLASS we can inherited it from the common class to reduce more than 50% of our development time. The common class have the SERVER() method which determine the mouse or keyboard event from (20 different event). 
Server Method Events:

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The real results of this application are complete GUI management system which contain the following features: (see Fig.8-Fig.14) Super programming technology features (chemical system, events current circuit & veto system). Complete multi tasking GUI environment where the GUI can respect events from user through mouse and keyboard while it do other jobs in back ground. Very powerful windows management system which support dealing with multiple windows in the same time and you can (move, size, maximize & minimize) any window. The system contain desktop classes (icon, nested level menus & taskbar) The system contain very powerful focus system which support mouse and keyboard in the same time The system contain layers system & redraw system for screen management The system contain nice skin (256 color & hicolor) The system contain all standard GUI widgets (button, textbox ,…..etc) The system contain classes for supporting creating new GUI widgets The system contain nice Form Designer utility 
VII. CONCLUSION
The proposal design of GUI which is promising enough with the current running programming, that is clear from the wide band of applications with a few and easy code. The proposal design of GUI includes very high level of technology such as powerful event driven system, chemical system, veto system, OOP, Relational DBMS and Hicolor skin.
The proposal design will be very helpful and useful for all levels of programmers which are interested for improving and increasing their products with the new information technologies.
Future work:
The proposal design of GUI as well as the super programming technology design guided us for creating a new programming style Vs OOP.
The new programming style will completely take place of OOP, if that success that means the programming world will be definitely change.
